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This Procedia contains 90 of 380 papers presented in the 11th International Congress of Metallurgy and 
Materials, SAM-CONAMET 2011 held in Rosario city, Argentina, during the period of October 18 to 21, 
2011. The aim of this International Congress, since 2001 organized by the Argentine Society of Materials 
(SAM) and the Chilean Society of Metallurgy and Materials (SOCHIM), is to get together researchers, 
students, technicians and producers to present and discuss scientific research works or technological 
developments, and to introduce products related to science and engineering of materials and metallurgy. The 
meeting usually has between 400 and 500 participants, presenting around 300 contributions of research and 
development on different themes. This Conference consisted of nineteenth topics in several areas of the 
Materials Science: 
x MINERAL PROCESSING 
x  CASTING, SOLIDIFICATION AND WELDING 
x  POWDER METALLURGY 
x  PHYSICAL METALLURGY, MECHANICAL PROPERTIES, PLASTIC DEFORMATION. 
x HEAT TREATMENT, PHASE TRANSFORMATIONS  
x CORROSION AND PROTECTION METHODS. THIN FILMS. SURFACE TREATMENTS  
x FRACTURE, FATIGUE AND FAILURE ANALYSIS  
x TRIBOLOGY. SURFACES AND WEAR  
x CERAMICS, REFRACTORY MATERIALS AND GLASSES. BUILDING MATERIALS  
x POLYMERS  
x BIOMATERIALS  
x COMPOSITE MATERIALS  
x  NUCLEAR MATERIALS  
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x ELECTRONIC AND MAGNETIC MATERIALS, SUPERCONDUCTORS  
x MATERIALS CHARACTERIZATION 
x HISTORICAL METALLURGY 
x EDUCATION IN SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING MATERIALS 
x TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION 
 
Each of these topics was under the responsibility of two Track Directors. For the first time the SAM-
CONAMET Proceedings are published in an electronic way. There is a free access to the Proceedings via 
Science Direct. This new style of publication of papers enables their fast, broad and free worldwide 
dissemination. We believe that this will essentially increase the impact of the Congress on the research 
community dealing with the Science of the Materials. 
 
We would like to thank the Directors of the Topics and the International Advisory Committee for their 
strong support. Thanks to Prof. Jaroslav Polák, Prof. Patricia Frontini, Prof. Alicia Durán, Prof. Shin-Chung 
Wong, Prof. John Taylor and Prof. Aldo Craievich for their fascinating plenary lectures. Thanks also to all the 
Delegates, for their contributions and for being patient during the review phase. A particular thank is due to 
the Local Organizing Committee Members: without their enthusiastic support, this successful conference 
would not have been possible. 
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